
Full service solutions 
for work administration 

Who, where, when? We have a solution for you to keep everything under control

Track. Analyze. Improve.
to build a better aligned workforce with more efficient operation.

We are applying the most advanced technologies and sensors thanks to which the JC360 solution for on-site workers (exclusively for stores, 

supermarkets, factory plants and construction sites) is not only a device but also comes with a fully integrated service package.



Could your team perform better?

Find it out for yourself within a matter of days and maintain the best 

business operation by keeping everything on track and under 

control with the help of our innovative services.  
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JC360 RECIEVERS
Various types of receivers can be provided 

and can be safely placed in the site area 

even in extreme circumstances, always 

customized to the environment of use. 

Each of the devices are 

dustproof, waterproof. The 

small long-life sensors can 

be easily attached to any 

uniform.
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JC360 is the solution to control and motivate 

your team, anytime from anywhere.

The employees only need to wear a simple sensor on their uniform, 

everything else is completely automatic. JC360 is an integrated service 

through which you can track, measure and analyze what each employee 

does. 

One of the many benefits of using this unique innovative 

solution is that it also completely eliminates the need for 

spending time on work time administration.



Staff management made easy,

transparent and hassle-free.

Using JC360 is the simplest and most reliable service and 

method to make sure: everyone is doing their best, always 

works on time and exactly at that site where they need to. 

All in one, from accurate data collection to executive reports, 

completely customizable to your business operation.

Increase the active time occupancy by 10 % or even more. 

Attain complete staff visibility in real-time.
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Peter Williams
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GROCERY

Status: Active (in motion)

Today’s working time:   7:12

Start at:  08:09

10 minute breaks:  4 (0:42)

Lunch break (30 min).:  1 (0:26)

Break time breach:  1 (0:02)

Weekly working time:  39:12    40:00 ∆ -0:48 

Monthly working time:  175:12      176:00 ∆ -0:48 Distance covered:  3430m

Grocery 5:10

Frozen Foods 0:47

Checkouts 0:09

Break 1:06



Analytic Reports that make precise

execution possible.

Have you always wondered: How punctual your employees are? Is 

everyone performing at their best? Is everyone working on the site 

where they need to be?

You will gain all the accurate and relevant information about your 

workforce so that you can easily measure and compare:

punctuality, late arrival or leaving before time

total daily, weekly, monthly work hour spent on each activity 

and location 

individual indexes based on work attitude

time spent on given location, e.g. in a department, on a plant 

(productive / non-productive work time)

breaks and recreational time

Benefit from a 100% trustworthy and 

automated data collection technology.

Gain real-time reports on all work-hour related cost by projects and teams. Get a detailed 

overview about any chosen period within a second. Produce comparative analysis easily 

anytime.

Using the most advanced technologies will provide you with many further ways to support, 

improve and maximize the efficiency of your workforce and business operation. 



Skyrocket your team's performance 

efficiency.

Help all the workers reach their best performance by implementing 

an absolutely fair motivational system based on the measured data. 

Comparing the planned and actual production has never been 

easier.  

Facilitate a more cost-effective operation and benefit from the 

innovative services of JC360. Time to focus more on what matters; 

your productive work.

Use the most flexible system to precisely handle employees 

and sub-constructors

Save time by drastically decreasing work-time related 

administration

Provide a massive help for shift-leaders to keep track of all the 

working staff

Easily track the amount of money spent on work in any hour 

on any site

Create an efficient and punctual time-based cost-accounting 

system with partners and sub-contractors



Start making better decisions now.

"JC360 is a necessary help for me. I don't need to think about work time 

related disciplinary procedures anymore. I only need to pay attention to 

the quality evaluation of my staff." 

Balázs Uhrinyi , Executive Director of KÉSZ Ipari Gyártó Kft.

"On our site there are close to a 1000 people working every day but the 

implementation was very smooth, professional and fast. The project 

leaders from the JobCTRL team did an excellent job." 

Györgyi Perzse , Vice-President of KÉSZ Holding Zrt.

"I regard it a great success that we could increase the ratio of active work 

time. I love the comparative analysis the best, they are brilliant. It increased 

punctuality within our employees which has resulted in higher quality 

production.”  

Juan F. , Managing Director at MGI, Mexico



Expertise you can Trust.

JC360 is a service and methodology that is based on the innovation grand prize winner technology under the patent of JobCTRL, issued in 

San Francisco, USA. Get in contact with our expert team at your earliest convenience.

BUDAPEST  •  LONDON  •  SAN FRANCISCO  •  SAO PAULO  •  SEOUL  •  LIMA  •  MEXICO CITY


